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Alternative urban pop - think Prince meets Depeche Mode, throw in a little dose of Bowie and sprinkle it

with edges of Timbaland. 12 MP3 Songs URBAN/R&B: R&B Pop Crossover, POP: with Electronic

Production Details: If you're looking for something edgy, urban, alternative, something you can bump loud

and dance to (like the song "Make U Scream") and a vibe that is dark and sexual (like the songs "Flirt"

and "Art"), YOU MUST BUY THIS CD! With the money-back guarantee, what have you got to lose? Just

listen to what people are saying about "Deviant": "I think that the professional quality of this disc and the

lyrics/songwriting are absolutely the strongest points. Using the backdrop of creative Urban dance beats,

Saturn paints a picture full of raw human emotion! In the vein of Prince, he writes songs like (Flirt), (Make

U Scream), (Boy 2 Boy), and (Deviant) that are sensual and erotic in nature, often pushing the limits to

their very boundaries! Other tunes, like (They Don't Know) and (I'm Coming Out) are songs that depict the

struggles and victories associated with the gay lifestyle. Deviant ... has more artistic merit than 90 of the

music you will hear this year, and that is reason enough for me to hear what Saturn is communicating!

Take a listen, and see if you don't agree!" -Mark Lush, Midwestbands.com, 7/21/05 "The more I listen to

your CD, the better I like it. Urban, romantic, unabashedly gay, funny, serious, but universal experiences

that could only be created by an urban, romantic, unabash.... and of course hot man. " - James Beau "His

blunt lyrical seduction is as refreshing as the raw yet refined production of this release. From the dark and

dirty drum kicks of "Saint" to the Neptune's sounding "Make You Scream," Saturn's solid and sultry voice

will grab you by the you-know-whets and have you screaming in ecstasy." - Genna Pizza, Baltimore Gay

Life "The subject matter is sexually liberating, ...the backing beat is fresh and professional" - Neufutur

We're talking lyrics oozing with raw sexual energy, and rhythms that are so dark and hypnotic they had

me touching myself without even realizing what I was doing. Not only does this naughty boy write,
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compose, arrange and produce all his own music, but he's also a homegrown homo. Yup, that's right, this

flavor unit is a proud resident of Baltimore. - Brian Pizza, Baltimore Gay Life "Like the musical love-child

of a Prince/James Brown/Janet Jackson 3-way, Saturn combines soulful, gospel-influenced singing with

his own brand of sexy (if not downright licentious), whispered-in-your-ear seductive rap come-ons. To

experience this handsome rising star croon, rap, dance, vogue, charm and effervesce his way through a

live concert is to witness perhaps the hardest-working gay man in show biz." - Robert Urban,

AfterElton.com So, what are you waiting for? Order your copy of "Deviant" today and get ready to groove!
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